1. Introduction. If one projects a branch of an algebraic space curve from a point (a,b,c) onto a plane and considers a, b, and c as parameters, one obtains a plane branch possessing a development whose coefficients are rational functions of a, b, and c. If it now be assumed that no relations exist between the parameters a, b, and c, this plane branch will have a certain generic composition which will change only for special values of these parameters which satisfy certain relations between the coefficients of the development. A center of projection is said to be generic with respect to a space branch and the corresponding plane projection to be a generic projection, provided the latter has a generic composition in the sense just denned.
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Until recently, it had been thought that the composition of a space branch was the same as that of its generic plane projection.! However, it has been shown by example that the composition of a space branch is not necessarily the same as that of its generic projection.i
In view of this it was deemed of interest to investigate the conditions under which a center of projection is generic with respect to a given space branch. In what follows, these conditions are determined and an explicit formulation for the locus of nongeneric centers of projection is given. Then bjT mlul+1 (j=l, 2, • • • , g ) are said to be the characteristic terms of the development of the branch, the exponents MJPJ+I are said to be the characteristic exponents of the branch, and the pairs (nij, tij) are said to be the characteristic pairs of the branch.
A Theorem on Plane
Let us now consider a branch of the form :
where a u w ^O^b^ for j=l, 2 and i = l, 2, • • • , g. We prove the following theorem :
THEOREM. The pairs (m ; -, Uj) are characteristic pairs of the branch (2) if and only if (i) , (i) an Oj
an Oj
PROOF: Let us make a change in parameter, setting X = T V .
Then we have t = ar+ • • • , where a^O. We first prove that /r"" 1 = [r; a, j3; mi»i • • • ra^] where cun = a^0^j. Let tT v~l =<f>(r). We first notice that the leading term in r" must occur in 0(r). Let us now suppose ô,r*/ is the first term of the power series 0(r) whose exponent is not divisible by Vj. Then we have f = (terms whose exponents are divisible by v 3 ) + (v -l)an ôjT 3 + (terms of higher degree in r) and, in fact, for any positive integer a, ft' = (terms whose exponents are divisible by ^-)
ÔjT + (terms of higher degree). We also have
0 ? -/ =^ ôj an r + (terms of higher degree). The contribution of a term /"^ gives for the first term whose exponent is not divisible by Vj one whose exponent is ^lj and the equality sign holds only for VJ<J = V.
1 öjT l i must cancel out. It cannot cancel out with any term arising from the contribution of V* 9 since it is the term of lowest degree whose exponent is not divisible by Vj. Therefore, l^mmi.
Also, the contribution bj 1) o^wf +1 T m^+1 must cancel out. Now it cannot cancel with any term whose exponent is less than / ; -since all such terms have exponents which are divisible by Pj. Consequently, nijVj+i^lj. On combining these two inequalities, we have the relation lj = ntjVj + i y and the statement is established.
On substituting this result in the development for F, it is seen that the first term which occurs whose exponent is not divisible by Vj is a term in r ? w +1 provided that its coefficient This establishes the theorem. If we project such a branch from a point (x 0 , yo, z 0 ) onto a plane, say 3 = 0, and consider # 0 , yo, and s 0 as parameters, we obtain a plane branch
Projections of Space Branches. Let us now consider a space branch
y = ?(*; »o, yo, z 0 ), in which the coefficients are rational functions of x 0 , yo, z 0 (in fact, polynomials in x 0 and y 0 ). If we assume that no relations exist between the parameters, (4) will have order v and certain characteristic pairs (rn h n } ). These pairs will cease to be characteristic only for special positions of the point (x 0 , yo, Zo) for which the coefficients of the characteristic terms vanish. When no such special relations hold, the center of projection is evidently generic. Obviously, the non-generic centers of projection for a given branch fill up certain algebraic spreads; we shall proceed to the explicit determination of these spreads.
Let us assume that the points at infinity on the three axes are generic with respect to the branch (3). Then the three parallel projections of this branch are generic and we may write its development in the form : 
We now apply our theorem on plane branches. The characteristic pairs of the projection (8) The planes Pj all pass through the tangent line of the branch (5). The osculating plane of (5) 
